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In our last issue, we wrote about the
Artist-Museum Partnership Act, which
allows artists donating their works to
a museum or library to deduct the
fair market value of their work, as
opposed to the cost of supplies. That
bill, now numbered H.R. 1524, was
reintroduced March 14 in the House
of Representatives. To let your representative know you support it, visit
http://capwiz.com/artsusa/issues/alert/
?alertid=9680581&type=CO.con.
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Ann Arbor Film Festival
Wins Free Speech Fight

by Marcia Semmes, MLA Executive Director
The Ann Arbor Film Festival (AAFF) scored a
victory for free speech late last year, forcing
the state of Michigan to repeal guidelines
banning funding for art containing depictions
of flag desecrations and displays of sex acts.
The state agreed to replace the restrictive
rules with flexible new ones based on National Endowment for the Arts guidelines.
Under the Michigan Council for Arts and
Cultural Affairs’ (MCACA) new rules: “Artistic excellence and artistic merit are the
criteria by which applications will be judged,
taking into consideration general standards of
decency and respect for the diverse beliefs
and values of the people of this state.”
“This decision isn’t only a victory for artistic
freedom of expression, but a reminder to
stand up and ensure that our government is
held accountable,” AAFF Executive Director
Christen McArdle said. “We are pleased that
arbitrary guidelines will no longer be used to
deny artists their creative rights.”
According to the National Coalition Against
Censorship, the case arose in March 2006,
(continued on page 2)
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Workshops resume in the fall —
check www.mdartslaw.org for the latest.
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ACTION ALERT

May 1: Join Maryland Lawyers for the Arts for a
special performance of “These Shining Lives,” at
Center Stage, 700 North Calvert St. Art meets law in this
world premier play by Melanie Marnich, based on the true
story of the “Radium Girls,” a group of Chicago women
sickened by the radioactive paint they used to make glowin-the-dark faces on watches. MLA members and their guests
receive $10 off “A” location seating. Mention promo code
08SLMLA when ordering. Box office: 410-332-0033 or online
at www.centerstage.org. Performance starts at 8:00 pm.

THANK YOU!

113 West North Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201

CALENDAR THIS!

April 29: Maryland Lawyers for the Arts and the
Alliance of Black Women Attorneys join the Baltimore Festival of Maps with a special preview party
for “Exploratory Searchery” at An Die Musik, 409
North Charles, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The exhibition
features map-related paintings by artist Daniel Stuelpnagel,
shown along side antique map prints by cartographer
Ferdinand von Stuelpnagel, a distant relative of the presentday artist. Artist’s talk at 8:00 pm. Free. RSVP to
a.ebstein@gmail.com.
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MLA Client Spotlight:
Don Diego Ramirez

by Marcia Semmes, MLA Executive Director
Filmmaker Don Diego Ramirez says that before he began working on his first featurelength film he had never “needed a lawyer, at
least not for [his] art work!” That all changed,
though, when he began working on Trailer
Trash: A Film Journal.
The award-winning documentary started out
as Ramirez’ attempt to chronicle the final illness of the grandmother who raised him in a
trailer on the grounds of a West Virginia racetrack. It ended up encompassing what Ramirez
describes as “a complicated mass of intersecting
crises,” including, horrifically, the brutal murder
of his grandfather by his youngest sister and
her boyfriend.
Part home-movie, part hard-hitting documentary, Trailer Trash stands as a testament to the
extraordinary power of the artist to alchemize art from horror. Ramirez grew up
(continued on page 5)
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HELP MLA HELP ARTISTS!

To volunteer your time
or make a
tax-deductible donation,
visit www.mdartslaw.org
or call 410.752.1633.
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Sending a big fancy package with your
entry is overkill and a waste of money.
Save paper and postage, and put that money
toward your next film or entering more festivals. Make a
good web site instead. Include hi-res photos, press clippings,
trailer, cast and crew bios, a synopsis, director’s statement, etc.

(Ann Arbor Film Festival from page 1)
when the Mackinac Center, a nonprofit that opposes
government funding for the arts, published a paper calling
the AAFF a government-funded “cesspool of silliness.” The
essay spurred hearings before the Michigan Legislature,
which shortly thereafter announced that the film festival
was ineligible for funding because it had violated MCACA
guidelines. The films that allegedly violated the sex-act ban
were “Boobie Girl,” an animated short about a girl who
wanted bigger breasts, and “Chests,” a short showing two
shirtless men bumping chests like athletes.
In August 2006, the Legislature passed a law requiring the
MCACA to withhold undistributed grant funds from
anyone in violation of the guidelines and giving the agency
authority to disqualify grant recipients from future funding
for up to three years. The AAFF, represented by the
American Civil Liberties Union, sued the state in March
2007, arguing that the guidelines violated the festival’s First
Amendment rights.
The Maryland State Arts Council bases its arts funding
decisions on:
• artistic merit — “the aesthetic achievement and
quality of activities produced and/or presented by
an organization.”
• organizational effectiveness — “the ability of an
organization to develop and organize the operational means necessary to support current and planned
activities, as measured by the organization’s prior
record and the soundness of plans of action.”
• service to the community — “the degree to which an
organization’s operations and activities display an
understanding of and responsiveness to the community, as the organization defines that community.”

Filmmakers and Fair Use:
Statement of Best Practices

by Maura Ugarte, Associate Research Director,
Center for Social Media, American University
The Documentary Filmmakers’ Statement of Best Practices
in Fair Use is an explanation of filmmakers’ shared understandings about what is fair and reasonable in employing
copyrighted material in documentaries. Fair use is the right,
in certain circumstances, to quote from copyrighted material
without permission.Without fair use, documentarians’ access
to the cultural material needed to make films — and their
constitutional right to free speech — could be threatened.
The Statement resulted from a year-long process of
deliberation among filmmakers in five national documentary
film organizations. It was written by veteran documentary

Top Ten Ways to Find
Film Festival Acceptance

by Skizz Cyzyk, Filmmaker, Maryland Film Festival
Programming Manager, and MLA Board Member

10

When entering film festivals, READ
and FOLLOW the instructions! Festival
staff deal with hundreds of filmmakers from
all over the world, and most navigate the entry process
without any problems. Not following instructions creates
more work for the person evaluating your film, which
can hurt your chances when it’s time to decide whether
to program it.

9

Be selective. Entering festivals is like
gambling. You pay your money, and you
either win (get accepted) or you lose (get
rejected). If accepted, you may (or may not) win an award,
get picked up for distribution, or generate some press.
Before entering a festival, ask yourself, “Is the prize and/or
the experience worth the cost?” Research what that
festival has to offer and whether it has a history of
showing films like yours.

8

Never waste a programmer’s time by
asking for an entry fee waiver. “I can’t
afford to pay entry fees.” “Oops. I must’ve
forgotten to enclose the check when I sent my
film in.” Programmers have heard these excuses repeatedly. Some festivals might waive entry fees for alum, or
for films or filmmakers already on their radar, but otherwise, festivals need those entry fees, and paying them
shows that you are serious about your work.

7

Without A Box: It’s the wave of the
future… and of the present. Many festivals
have phased out entry forms and only accept
submissions through WithoutABox.com. It makes the
process simpler for filmmakers and festivals, and saves
filmmakers money on entry fees. This might sound like a
commercial endorsement, but consider it advice. Without
A Box helps festivals separate the serious filmmakers
from the hobbyists.

5

Expect rejection. These days there are
more film festivals than ever. Unfortunately,
there are also more filmmakers churning out
films faster than ever before. Most festivals
don’t have room to program all the films they want.
Making a great film is a good start if you want to get it
into festivals, but after that, it’s just a matter of luck and
the odds are against you.

4

Keep your premiere in mind, as well as
your festival strategy. Festivals tend to
want to include more films than they have
room for, and deciding which films to cut is tough. Films
that have already had public screenings in town, or are
already available on DVD or online, have already reached
their potential audience and no longer need film festivals.
More succinctly, film festivals don’t need films that have
already been seen.

3

Make available as many screening formats as possible. Not every festival can
afford the latest state-of-the-art video equipment, so your impressive HD tape will be useless to them.
BetaSP and Digibeta still look great, as do DVcam and
miniDV. Dub your master to all those formats, keep them
handy, and give the festival a choice.

2

Be humble and easy-going. Filmmakers
need film festivals, and film festivals need films.
Please just be easy to deal with and remember
that while you’re dealing with one to four festival staff,
they’re dealing with 30 to 100 filmmakers.

1

Keep your audience and programmers
in mind when you make your film. If you
made your film in 48 hours, if you cast your
friends instead of actors, if you cut every possible corner
and you didn’t make your film the best it can be, expect it
to be taken just as seriously as you took its making.You
will be competing with filmmakers who have taken their
productions very seriously. Some have put years of their
lives and their life savings on the line. Keep in mind running
time — films running under 15 minutes or between 60 and
90 minutes are most likely to be programmed — and the
payoff: Good stories have good endings.
MLA Arts Brief : Spring 2008
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the grant of rights; and 5) the fee for those rights. At a
minimum, the music supervisor will want to establish in the
agreement that the film company will pay a certain amount
for use of the song in the film. The fee typically includes a
buyout of all rights to use the recording in the film and in
in-context advertisements in all media, as well as U.S theatrical
performance rights and the right to release the film on DVD.
The agreement also may provide for use of the song on a
soundtrack album, as well as other uses. If so, a fee or royalty
for such uses would be in the agreement. If not, the artist
would be free to negotiate separate agreements for these
uses at a later time.
When negotiating the master use license, or if the record
company asks the artist to consent to a license, it is
important to determine how the song is going to be used
in the film. The artist may, or may not, want to avoid
scenes depicting sex, violence, or drug use while the song
is being played in the film. Moreover, the artist should be
sure to negotiate for appropriate credit: Credit should be
no less prominent than that given to others whose master
recordings are being used in the film.
The music supervisor also must obtain a synchronization
license for the use of the musical composition in a film. If
the artist wrote the song and owns the publishing rights, the
music supervisor has to make a deal with the artist. The fee
is typically for a buyout, which often is identical to the master
use fee. If, however, there is some reason for the song to
cost more than the master recording — for example, in
the case of a well-known song covered by an unknown
artist — the fee does not have to be the same and can be
negotiated upward. In that case, the synch license fee will
almost certainly be more than the master use license fee.
A third revenue stream for the songwriter and publisher
of a song used in a film is the public performance royalty
that typically is collected by one of three performing rights
organizations: BMI (Broadcast Music, Inc.); ASCAP (American Society of Composers and Performing Artists); or SESAC
(Society of European Stage Authors and Composers).
Whenever the film containing the song at issue is aired over
a television station or in foreign (but not U.S.) theatres,
performance royalties are collected and paid to the songwriter and publisher of a musical composition. It is important, therefore, that the licensor of a song for a film obtain
a “cue sheet” from the production company and make sure
that it is filed with the applicable performing rights organization so that royalties can be collected and paid out.
Music supervisors may also coordinate a soundtrack album
and other uses for the music in a film. Album deals are
6
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made typically between the film company and the record
company, but if the song is on the artist’s own label,
negotiations over a soundtrack album would be with the
artist. Licensing deals for the music used in film can be
quite complex, but the results for both the artist and the
music supervisor can be quite satisfying, especially when
the film is a success.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT MLA

(Music in Film from page 5)

“In freedom’s eternal struggle,
arts and artists are on the front
lines at home and away.That’s
why MLA is so important.These
lawyers can help those essential
few among us who create to
keep creating.”
… Frank Keegan, Commentary,
Baltimore Examiner
In Greek mythology, the muses
make art possible; a muse for
poetry, a muse for music, for literature—nine muses in all. And
not one of them is a lawyer. But
maybe one should be.”
...The Daily Record

Need a talking head for your
class, meeting, or workshop?
MLA’s Speakers’ Bureau
might be able to help.
Contact info@mdartslaw.org
to find out.
NEED MLA’S HELP?

Are you an artist with a legal
issue? To find out if you qualify for
pro bono legal services,
visit www.mdartslaw.org
or call 410.752.1633.

filmmakers and filmmaker organizations; coordinated by
American University scholars Pat Aufderheide, professor
of communication, and Peter Jaszi, professor of law; and
vetted by leading copyright attorneys. The Statement
organizes typical fair uses into four broad categories, each
with its own principles and limitations (www.centerforsocialmedia.org/fairuse). The principle for the first category
of uses — commenting critically on media — states:
Such uses are generally permissible as an
exercise of documentarians’ fair use
rights. This is analogous to the way that
(for example) a newspaper might review
a new book and quote from it by way of
illustration. Indeed, this activity is at the
very core of the fair use doctrine as a
safeguard for freedom of expression. So
long as the filmmaker analyzes or comments on the work itself, the means may
vary. Both direct commentary and parody,
for example, function as forms of critique.
Where copyrighted material is used for a
critical purpose, the fact that the critique
itself may do economic damage to the
market for the quoted work (as a
negative book review could) is irrelevant.
In order to qualify as fair use, the use
may be as extensive as is necessary to
make the point, permitting the viewer to
fully grasp the criticism or analysis.
The limitation on that principle states:
There is one general qualification to the
principle just stated. The use should not
be so extensive or pervasive that it
ceases to function as critique and becomes,
instead, a way of satisfying the audience’s
taste for the thing (or the kind of thing)
critiqued. In other words, the critical use
should not become a market substitute
for the work (or other works like it).

In the two-and-a-half years since the Statement’s release,
there has been dramatic change in the field of documentary filmmaking. PBS and ITVS used it to release programs,
and so have cablecasters, including IFC. All major national
errors and omissions insurers now issue fair use coverage
if accompanied by a lawyer’s letter stating the use is within
the terms of the Statement. Fair use clauses are now
included on several film festival websites. Other communities such as media literacy educators and dance archivists
are now writing their own statements on fair use.
One of the main reasons why the Statement has been
successful is because courts deciding fair use cases look
to the practices of the relevant professional community.
Filmmakers who comply with the Statement can have a
new degree of confidence that their fair use claims will
hold, should they ever reach court. As Jaszi puts it:
Practice makes practice, and practice changes practice.

Join us for
Maryland Lawyers for the Arts’

Third Annual
Jazz Night
Thursday, June 19, 6:00 to 8:30 p.m.
at the Clipper Mill Pool
2010 Clipper Park Road,
Baltimore 21211
Tickets, $35, available at
info@mdartslaw.org

The other three categories are: sampling popular culture
to portray societal conditions; incorporating incidental
sounds and images in documentary footage; and employing
archival material in historical or biographical situations.
Prior to the Statement’s release in November 2005, there
was fear and confusion among filmmakers and broadcasters
alike. No one could be certain whether a court would find a
particular use fair or infringing, and insurers routinely refused
to cover fair use claims. A study by Statement coordinators
Aufderheide and Jaszi found that this fear and confusion led
not only to limits on creative choices, but self-censorship.

photo by La Kaye Mbah
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No-film zone? You don’t mean me?
Having a camera and being a filmmaker do not give you
cinematic immunity. Heightened security means scouting
and filming should not be taken for granted. Don’t assume
you can scout or film on, under, or near bridges, highways,
waterways, or government buildings without prior permission. These are monitored for suspicious behavior. Check
with a Film Office before scouting these areas (and definitely
before attempting to film).

Asked and
Answered with Kathi Ash*:

What the Maryland Film Office Wants You
to Know About Filming on Location in Maryland
How do I get my locations if I have a tiny budget?
Low-budget or no-budget independent filmmakers should
start with family and friends. Be ready to compromise your
creative vision. Turn your parents’ knotty pine den into a
small town police chief’s office.Your friend’s wooded backyard can become a campsite.Your uncle’s VFW post could
be the town bar (with signed permission, of course). Even
though you are relying on relationships, remember that
donations to outside locations are important. Cover utilities,
plus a little extra. Have the VFW cater spaghetti. When
you pick up the bill, pick up the trash. Be a gracious guest.
Who are you and why are you on my street?
Being a filmmaker doesn’t give you special privileges.
Neighbors will ask what you are doing if a crew pulls up
and starts acting like they own the block. Don’t be a
thoughtless production. Inform people before filming with
a flyer. Neighborhoods, as well as business and community
associations, need to know what you are doing and how it
affects them.Your flyer should describe your production
project and list contact numbers, hours of filming, special
effects, or stunts. Deliver the letter door to door to
homes and businesses. To coordinate filming and to get
permits within the city of Baltimore, contact the Baltimore
Film Office at 410.752.8632.
How do I write a script to avoid difficult, expensive,
and hard-to-get locations?
Subways, trains, highways, bridges, hospitals, courtrooms,
jails, schools, and cemeteries are difficult locations at any
budget. Shutting them down to film takes staff planning
time and additional insurance, plus compensation for
overtime personnel. Some locations require background
checks on cast and crew at your expense. Because of the
prep and personnel required, these locations can be the
most expensive of your film. Knowing this, you can avoid
disappointment by writing your script to your budget.
4
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Don’t citizens (like me) own public parks and
public buildings?
Though parks are public lands, you need permission for
filming.You don’t want to leave unceremoniously because
you were not expected, the park closes at a magic hour, or
another event is scheduled where you would like to shoot.
Call us early for contacts. Be ready to pay a location fee,
and if required, staff overtime, and make a donation. State,
county, and municipal buildings are busy places of business.
We can point you in the right direction and give the
appropriate contacts. But, be ready to rethink your
location if price or availability doesn’t work.
I love your web site (www.marylandfilm.org).
How do I get one of those locations for my film?
Thank you. Unfortunately, you may not be able to. We
work hard to attract films to Maryland and assist the local
industry. But our web site locations are neither free nor
guaranteed. Many locations on our site consider filming on
a project-by-project basis. Most were scouted for feature
films and may have been used in Hollywood movies that
pay standard location fees. We have thousands of locations
on our site. Sometimes a location on our site may no
longer be available, affordable, look the same, or even exist
(oops!). Use our photos as a guide and reference. With
the locations you like in mind, call us. If that location is no
longer available or affordable, we can suggest alternatives.
So what is free?
Both our office (410.767.6340) and the Baltimore City
Film Office offer free guidance, advice, and information.
We also offer free crew and casting calls on our hotline.
We offer information about production resources. The
Creative Alliance MovieMakers, Women in Film and Video
of Maryland, Maryland Film Festival, and Maryland Lawyers
for the Arts are low-cost organizations that provide great
places to meet others wrestling with similar challenges.
Teaming up on projects helps build connections and share
resources, crew, and locations.
What are my unavoidable “hard” costs?
Unless you are filming at your parents’ and using equipment you have access to, you have expenses. Equipment
rental, catering, and location fees are a start, but the list
can go on and on. Also, consider the “P’s.” Parking and

permits mean paying! Public streets? Think police. Need
police? Put your pen to a production agreement, and prove
production insurance. Planning during pre-production gets
a plus in savings. Position your production priorities before
producing checks. And be plexible….flexible.
Gunplay? Stunts?
If you have guns — fake, prop, whatever — you need to
have a police officer with you on set. Yes, even for the cute
rubber gun your nephew got for his birthday. Preferably
you also will have a licensed and experienced handler who
knows all the industry safety protocols and the local
regulations. Our office has experienced several incidents
where police have detained actors who were brandishing
prop guns in public. Stunts, special effects, railroad, subway,
boat, or plane filming require heavy-duty additional
insurance coverage. If your basic policy is for $2 million,
maybe you’ll need a rider for another $10 million to cover
prep, filming, and wrap. Tell your agent exactly what you
are doing and what the organizations require. The point is:
be covered.
*[Ed. Note: Kathi Ash is the Film and TV Project
Manager at the Maryland Film Office. She is not an
attorney and doesn’t give legal advice.]

Music in Film: Making the Deal

by Frank Morgan, MLA Volunteer Lawyer
There are a lot of variations in making a deal for music in
a theatrical film. A director or producer may be interested
in having a particular artist perform music in a film, or
simply in using a particular composition. The song already
may be in existence, or it may be created specifically for
the movie. The film company may hire a composer to
write background music, known as the underscore or
score. There also may be a soundtrack album. This article
addresses only the use of existing music in theatrical films
not made especially for television.
The music for most films is coordinated by a music
supervisor, who acts as a liaison between the worlds of
music and film production. The film company has to
obtain both the right to the musical composition — the
synchronization license — and the right to a particular
recording of the song — the master use license. From a
music supervisor’s perspective, the ideal situation is one
where the artist controls all the rights to his or her own
music. In many cases, though, the supervisor will have to
make separate deals with the performing artist, the
publishing company, and a record company.
The most important elements of a master use license are
typically: 1) the territory (usually the universe); 2) the term
(in perpetuity); 3) the nature of the use; 4) the extent of

(MLA Client Spotlight: Don Diego Ramizerz
continued from page 1)
with his grandmother because his mother was a
drug addict. His brother also was a drug addict, as
was the sister who left his grandfather in a shallow
grave in the West Virginia woods after a dispute over
drug money (she is now serving time for the crime).
Somehow, Ramirez manages to convey the essential
humanity of all of these people, people who might
otherwise be dismissed as trailer trash. “How I’ve
grown to hate those words,” he says in introducing
the film. “It reduces all that you are and all those you
love into nothingness.”
A dispute over the film rights to the grandfather’s
story might, however, have stopped the documentary in its tracks. Claiming to be the executor of the
grandfather’s estate, Don’s uncle wrote him implying
that Don needed his approval for the movie. Don
contacted MLA and in a neat piece of recruitment,
former MLA director Cheryl Fair signed up volunteer attorney Curtis Cooper, who just happened to
be licensed both in Maryland and West Virginia.
Cooper wrote the uncle explaining that Don had
the right to make the movie, and that the uncle had
no rights to stop him or control the film. Cooper
and Fair also copyrighted the film for Don, attended
its premiere in Frederick and continue to support it
and Ramirez in every way they can.
“I had no budget for Trailer Trash: A Film Journal,”
Ramirez says. “MLA provided me a qualified, informed and professional attorney who guided me
through the complex legal issues surrounding the
true crime aspects of my film’s narrative. I found
Curtis Cooper a very competent attorney but more
importantly to me, he genuinely cared about my film.
I didn’t simply feel like a client or charity case but
more like a friend. We have continued to work together to hopefully reach the largest audience possible for my documentary.”

SAVE TREES

To subscribe to the
e-version of MLA Arts Brief, email
news@mdartslaw.org and put the
word “subscribe” in the subject line.
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